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INTRODUCTION

U

IN JAMAICA, URBAN VIOLENCE dominates the press. Stories graphically

describe how violence not only kills, but also threatens personal safety, limits access to jobs, and

undercuts community-based organizations.These stories are not contrived. Independently gath-

ered statistics show that violence, despite its long history in Jamaica, has escalated steadily since

independence in 1962. In the 1950s and 1960s, the homicide rate was approximately seven per

100,000 people; by the 1980s it had risen to 23 per 100,000.1 By the late 1980s the homicide

rate was twice as high as in the United States. In the two-year period 1961-62 there were 183

homicides in Jamaica. In 1989-90 there were 981. In the single year of 1996 there were 922,

and in the first six days of 1997 the murder rate was almost three per day. The rate of other

violent crimes has grown even more precipitously. The number of felonious woundings rose

from 466 in 1961-62 to 9,862 in 1989-90; rapes increased from 352 to 2,096 in the same

period.2 Meanwhile, the percentage of crimes the Jamaican police have solved has decreased.

Although violence is clearly not confined 80 percent of shootings taking place in Kingston,
either to urban areas or to poor people, violent St. Andrew, or Spanish Town in 1994. Both vic-
crimes tend to be geographically concentrated in tims and perpetrators of violent crime tend to be
poor urban communities, with more than half of young men, who account for 60 percent of all
them occurring in Kingston and St. Andrew, and arrests for murders; 21- to 25-year-olds are the
almost three-quarters of murders and more than leading age group arrested for all serious crimes.
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Increasingly violence has involved women, not affecting all levels of society - and one with
only as victims of crimes by men, but also as important economic and social-development
perpetrators of violence against other women. At consequences. The costs of violence include
least 40 percent of murders in 1994 were the weak investor confidence, higher health and
result of domestic disputes with women as the police costs, the disaffection and migration of the
victims. A recent study of adolescent girls in urban middle class, higher mortality and morbid-
Kingston found that most of them had witnessed ity rates, reduced access to social services, dys-
at least one fight in the past year, 37 percent had functional families, deeper oppression of women,
been involved in a fight themselves, and 30 per- and an overall climate of fear that replaces a spir-
cent had been afraid to go to school because of it of cooperation and participation in community
violence in their communities. 3 life.

Violence takes many forms. Political vio- Mortality and morbidity statistics tell a grim
lence, for instance, has been a near constant fea- story of the clear public-health burden and eco-
ture of Jamaican party politics, from the first nomic cost that violence imposes on society. For
elections in 1944.The 1980 general elections men aged 15 to 44, injuries account for nearly
reportedly left almost 900 people dead. Incidents 60 percent of disability adjusted life years
of political violence are often the result of con- (DALYs) lost, and homicide is the leading cause
flict between partisan gangs that operate mainly (35 percent). For Jamaica as a whole, injuries
in low-income urban communities. These groups account for a quarter of all DALYs lost, and in
engage in armed conflict and intimidate others 1990, one out of 10 DALYs lost was due to
in order to influence their votes at election time. homicide. 4

Drug violence, most widely associated with Because of the importance of violence as a
cocaine and Jamaica's role as a trans-shipment contributory factor to urban poverty, this study
point for South American crack and powder of urban poverty and violence xvas undertaken
cocaine, has received widespread publicity, espe- during the preparation phase of the Jamaican
cially when organized gangs or "posses" moved Social Investment Fund JSIF) to contribute to
to the U.S. mainland. Domestic violence - project design. The JSIF was an outgrowth of
encompassing a range of crimes against xvomen, Jamaica's recently approved National Poverty
from rape and sexual assault to domestic abuse Eradication Program, which emphasized com-
and murder - has also increased. munity-based interventions undertaken in part-

While the impact of violence is felt at all nership with NGOs, the private sector, and com-
levels of Jamaican society, to date the voices of munities themselves. Recognizing the limited
the poor themselves have rarely been heard. Part- capacity of existing government institutions to
ly as a result of this, the complex details behind initiate small-scale projects at the community
the statistics are often well obscured.What kinds level, the government established the JSIF in
of violence really affect poor people most? What February 1996, with the primary goal of con-
solutions do they believe would be most effec- tributing to poverty reduction and helping create
tive? This study xvas an attempt to find answers an environment for sustainable national develop-
to questions like these. ment. The JSIF is designed to assist the govern-

ment in responding to the needs of the most
vulnerable groups currently underserved by

A. POVERTY REDUCTION, existing programs and institutional mechanisms
VIOLENCE, AND THE JAMAICAN in three ways: first, by establishing an efficient,
SOCIAL INVESTME NT FUND demand-driven and complementary mechanism

to deliver basic services and infrastructure to the
The Jamaican government and civil society poor; second, by mobilizing and channeling

alike increasingly recognize widespread violence additional resources to the areas of basic social
and crime as a serious island-wide problem and economic infrastructure and social services;
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and third, by increasing national institutional plex, causal relationships, such as those that sur-
capacity to identify, design, implement, manage, round violence in Jamaica.
and sustain small-scale community-based In PUAs, the reliability of findings is assured
projects. through the use of triangulation - using a vari-

ety of techniques and sources to investigate the
B. THE STUDY AND ITS same key issues and verify the results. Qualitative
METHODOLOGY research such as this, xvhich stresses in-depth

investigation in a small number of communities,
To incorporate the rarely heard voices of uses purposive as opposed to random sampling.

the urban poor in the JSIF project design, the This means identifying study communities con-
study used a Participatory Urban Appraisal sidered representative of the issue under investi-
(PUA) methodology with fieldwork in five com- gation (see Table 1), and within them undertak-
munities that are broadly representative of ing the PUA with sufficient groups to be
Jamaica's poor urban areas.The specific objective representative of that community.
of the study was to elicit and identify percep- Greenland and Campbell Town wvere identi-
tions of four different aspects of violence: its fled as "depressed" inner-city areas of Kingston
causes; the interrelationship of violence and with opposing political leanings. Zinc City was
poverty; the impact of violence on employment, chosen as a "garrison" community, an enclave
the economic and social infrastructure, and local controlled by one of the country's major politi-
social institutions; and the perceived means by cal parties. Maka Walk was seen to be representa-
which government, communities, households, tive of the type of violence plaguing the tourism
and individuals could work to reduce violence. zones of the country. All were perceived to dis-
Given the sensitive nature of the topic, play evidence of drug-related activities.
researchers guaranteed the anonymity of the
communities and the participants in the studies C. ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
by using pseudonyms throughout this report.5

The Participatory Urban Appraisal (PUA) To identify the causal relationships that pro-
methodology used in this study emphasizes local duce and sustain violence in poor urban com-
knowvledge and enables local people to make munities in Jamaica and to begin to identify
their own appraisals, analyses, and plans.6 It is an interventions to break the cycle, this study used
iterative, flexible research approach that is partic- an analytical framexvork that drex together the
ularly appropriate for the investigation of com- violence-poverty-social institution nexus (depict-

Table 1. Characteristics of Research Communities

Selection Criteria Community Pseudonyms

Greenland Campbell Town Park Town Zinc City Maka Walk
City location Kingston Kingston Kingston secondary c ty secondary city
Socio-economic
status poor poor poor poor pool
Intra-city location nner-c ty nner-city peri-urban pcor neighborhood inner clty
Socio-economic declining resident a and bus ness areas resident a area residentia area tour st area
characteristics near factories
Internal spatial fragmented irto numerous turf areas d fferent ated b marcated by bimarcated into
division by socIO- pO tca upper & ower

economic status patronage sections
Political party contrasting po t cal party a ignment po itically aligned po t cally pol tical y a gned
characteristics cfmmunity conero ed ccmmrnity

"gar fIson
commun tv

Accessibility cred b e 'gatekeepers' will ng tc cooperate with the resea!cn pro,ect and prov de access, security ano b ust
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Figure 1. Framework for Analysis: people's capacity to work, and skills and educa-
The Poverty-Violence-Institutions Nexus tion, which determine the return to their

Poverty labor.
* Productive assets: for poor urban households

housing is often the most important in this
category.

* Houseclold relations: a mechanism for pooling
income and sharing consumption.

* Social capital: reciprocity within communities
and between households based on trust deriv-
ing from social ties. The extent to which a

Socia Violence community itself can be considered an asset
Institutions depends on its "stocks" of social capital, identi-

fied as the networks, norms and trust that facil-
ed in Figure 1). An understanding of the itate coordination and cooperation for mutual
interrelationship of these three elements is benefit. These are the reciprocal exchanges that
important for the design of appropriate policy exist first and foremost between individuals
recommendations. and households, but that then extend into

In examining this nexus, it is critical to social institutions at the community level. Such
understand that people's perceptions of their institutions can be either hierarchical or hori-
poverty are not necessarily based on fixed zontal in terms of structure. The greater the
income measurements or captured by "poverty collaboration of horizontally based social insti-
lines," but more frequently relate to vulnerabili- tutions at community level, the higher the
ty -to complex aspects of "well-being" and "stocks" of social capital."°
"livelihood security," which include survival, Understanding how each asset relates to
security, and self-respect.7 violence, and how violence in turn consolidates

Vulnerability, which refers not only to indi- or erodes it, is critical to unlocking the complex
viduals but also households and communities, 8 is links between poverty and violence. In addition,
closely linked to asset ownership; the more it is clear that the relationship between poverty
assets people have, the less vulnerable they are. and violence is mediated positively or negatively
Assets, both tangible and intangible, are as through social institutions, ranging from the fam-
follows9: ily to informal local associations such as sports
* Labor: commonly identified as the most impor- clubs and dance halls to formal organizations

tant asset of poor people. such as the church, schools, and police.
* Human capital: health status, which determines



MAIN FINDINGS

. ... ... ;.

A. LOCAL PERCEPTIONS OF POVERTY: 'WE ARE ALL POOR BUT WE NO POVERTY'

In exploring the violence-poverty-social institutions nexus, researchers did not start with

violence. Instead, they used local people's perceptions of poverty as the entry point.

As Box I illustrates, initially all the focus avoiding poverty. A focus group in Zinc City
groups claimed that everyone in their communi- associated well-being with ownership of human
ties was poor. They were reluctant to put people capital, through educational attainment and
in different categories. But when they were access to health care, as well as through owner-
questioned closely, it was clear that they drew ship of productive assets such as a shop, bar,
distinctions - between those who "have it" and housing, bus, or taxi.
those who "don't have it," as one focus group Focus groups also associated lack of poverty
put it. And it was clear who was who: A group of with phiysical moobility, particularly the ability to
young children in Greenland drew a picture of a travel to North America and Europe, and with
typical "rich man" as a "don"-type figure' with the receipt of remittances through extenided
gold jewelry, name-brand shoes, and a big house, lIouisehlold relationis from relatives living abroad.
and a "poor man" as a tiny figure they described Similarly, they perceived having a husband
as a woman, who had unkempt hair and was or partner with a job as improving well-
standing by a little shack (Figure 2). Moreover, being. On the other hand, they perceived a
even when describing residents who clearly were negative impact from having many depen-
poor, the focus groups drew distinctions dent children and froom not having a
between, for example, the "poor" and the "very partner.
poor." Access to phiysical iijfrastricttrc, in particular

Well-being analysis revealed that, in general, owning a house, emerged as another important
the urban poor of Jamaica conceive of poverty indicator of well-being. A house-owning family
not as an income-based phenomenon, but in in Zinc City identified their housing as a
terms of asset ownership, with labor the most productive asset, allowing them to grow
important asset. Moreover, they identified access to vegetables and raise chickens in their
reguilar ivork as the mnost critical precondition for yard.
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BOX 1.

Percepto of orty
G; eenland: A Gtoup of Men (idAge)

Researchers asked a focus group in Greenland to describe the difference between the poor and the, non-poor
in their tcosnn-unit They argued tthat; eeryone in the community, was poor, but! drew a distinction between the
"poor" and the "very, very poo" The "poor" lacked c emnployment, food or a certain istandard of housing, and they
h:adalot ofchildren:. The "very poor"wereextrieme examples of this andincluded a local beggar, a bllind lady, and
an oaldAmanliv(ingalone inia tiny shack with rno money. The emphasis here seemdto be on people without famnily-
support ntetworks and withoutthet necessary hiumancapital to raise income, notjl the elderly.

Poor peo; : ple V ; ery, very por people
No good housing Blind lady

; f:::0;00:0000000 0:0:X000000000000Financial dirfficulties Begg 0 lar9X t0:0-;
Lacf empoloyment Lives in a shack
: Lotsf children Elderly

Zinc City: A Goup of Youog Women
A0 simihlareluctance to categize anyon1e as"non-poor" emerged in Zinc City although in this instance a

rnmappingexercise brought out aperception of rticular individuals, as better off than the others. When the young
womenpfroduced amasp oftheir street, ;they;:drew everyyard and inld the number of households and number of
individualsliWin:gineachyard.They were adamant that there were no distinctions between the residents, that every-
one was 1in the sambot.-tson emerged,howevert0hat they had omie the yardof the local shopkeeper, Miss
Blosisom,because she ghave; it" (i.e.she is not poor)3.And they subsequently crossed off the yard of another street resi-
dent;, Miss C, ote same reason. in contrast, they highlighted: the plight of one local boy, Nicholas, as an
extreme00 example onot having it." When they described these three individuals in detail, their perceptions of well-
being became clar..

Not have it(Nicholas) . Have it (Miss Blossomn) Haveit (Miss Clara)
co* Noclthes, shoes * Have a shop Havema job

0 * No 0food0-- 0:00000;0 00.0 iti000Have a big hose ho;* Daughter in big job
*:0 0Noe000-:;;0 house0000:i04 *00ji;0:;ft :No small children (children * Shetravels:
* :^No: s l l2 iveon their o) . Her daughter &
* No book or bag Does notbeg granddaughtertravel
* No cliRic * Have helper to wash her clothes * Daughter passed her Common
- No oneoto,take ,care ,of him * Get money from foreign Entrance Exam
*:- Them beat him00:00: * tlt00 Husband'havetmoney *She have money
*Him hungry 'Good woman give you * She havecar

somethfng to eat but she : She have concrete fence
work you (cen, wash, and : She gives food, clothes,
clean othe tutle pool) soap, and money if you beg her
Her motherhelips people, too,
wii~4~th clotihes and rice
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Figure 2. Rich Man and Poor Man, Drawn by Young Boy (Under 12 Football Club), Greenland.

1) Listing of Problems in Poor Communities zation and leadership.
Finally, all the groups brought up aspects of

The PUA mlethodology is designed to elicit social capital in terms of relations wvith different
and explore the areas of concern as prioritized societal institutions; for instanice, there was much
by residents of the communities. Table 2 repre- concern over humlan rights in general and rela-
sents an aggregation of the many listings of tions with the police in particular. Moreover,
problenms that focus groups across the five corn- they frequently expressed concern about crime
munities prepared. This was an "ice-breaker," and violence, and they identified a relationiship
allowing researchers to identify thefirequlncy between violence and a lack of work.
wvith which issues were raised through listing,
but no more. 3) Differences int Perception amonig Poor

Urban Com un1nslities

2) Similarities in Perceptions Differences of emphasis emerged in terms
of the frequency with which problems were

All five commlnunities identified problems raised, relating closely to defining characteristics
associated with labor - primarily access to sta- of each community. The Park Town focus group
ble employmiient or skills training. Focus groups was less concerned about crime and violence
often said employers shunned thenm because of than with other problems, such as physical infra-
where they live; they said this area stigma con- structure; likewise, in Zinc City, concerns over
strained them from being offered employmnent labor, human capital and physical infrastructure
outside the community. outweighed problems of crime and violence. In

Linked to this were issues of human capital Campbell Town and Greenland, however, the
the difficulty in accessing the basic means for focus groups mentioned crime and violence

survival as well as health care and education to often, along with concerns over accessing
improve life chances.The groups often discussed employment. In Maka Walk there was an even
the poor condition of physical infrastructure and distribution of concerns across all issues.
lack of access to services such as good housing,
sanitation and utilities like electricity and tele- 4) Gravity of Perceived Problems itn Poor
phones. In addition, some groups pointed to Urban Communities
deteriorating social relations withini and betwveen
households, and to a lack of conimunity organi- After listing the problems they faced, the
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Table 2. Listing of Problems by Community Members (Percentage within Each Community)

Problem (%) Community
Greenland Campoel Town ParkTown Zinc Citv MakaWalkl

lIntra-City Location
Inner c ty Inner-city Per -uman Poor Irner-c .y
K ngston K ogston K. ngs.on ne ghnc'hood

Crime and Violence* 20 22.2 10.4 6.8 14.7

Labor 40 27.8 20.7 28.8 22.2
access to employment 20 16.7 17.2 5r2 18.5
NincLding area stgiga)
access to training 20 2 1 3 5 10.2 3 7
product ve cao ta (tools etc.: 1.7
credit 1.7

Human Capital 20 2.8 17.2 25.4 14.9
food/surv val 20 2.8 ½r,5 102 3 7
hna to 5.0 7 5

- educat or 17 10.2 .7

Productive Assets I Physical
Infrastructure 10 19.4 32.8 23.7 22.2

- housing 10 no 1.7 85 .

- ,water and sanitation 56 6.9 7 3,

drainage/gil es 5.2

electric ty 7 1 7

telephone 2 6 5.2 6.7 3 7

transport 5.6 3.5 1.7

other 8 6 3.4 11.1

Household Relations 0 5.6 3.4 3.4 7.4
teenage pregnancy 2.8 1.7 7 4

- happiness in the home 1.7

- fam ly structure breakdoown 2.8 1.7 17

Social Capital 10 22.2 15.5 11.9 18.6

- police oruoa ty/prejud ce/cooperation 10 28 5.2 3.4 2.8

pol -ical representation O. 1.7 34

equa ly before the eaw/soc ety 2 8 3 4

-ck of uatny 5 5

ack of leadersnip/commun ty organ zat on 8.3

moral decavid sc p ine of youth 5 2 5., 14.8

TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100

Scurce: PJA f eac no-es from Green and Ca-ipbe Town, ParkTorn, Z on C ty and Maka va k.

*Trtles in ond were deve oped for purposes of oategor natiorn at the analysis stage

focus groups ranked the problems according to constituencies, which derailed attempts to build
seriousness. In all cases labor issues, in particular community cohesion and distracted individuals
lack of employment and lack of training, received trying to earn income independently of political
very high rankings or scorings (see Box 2). patronage.

Politics and politicians. Disillusionment Police. A serious problem in all communi-
vith politics and politicians was widespread. ties was relations wvith the police, particularly in

Focus groups expressed resentment at politicians' Greenland, Campbell Town, and Maka Walk. A
making empty promises. A typical reaction was focus group of young nmen in Campbell Town
that of an elderly lady in Campbell Towni: "Me ranked police brutality third - equal to, but dis-
no businesses wit politics ... politicians a fraud." tinct from war and gang violence. Almost all
Resentment in some instances xvas directed at teenagers and young adults, and many of their
the way politicians and area leaders give prefer- elders, had negative views of the police as an
ential treatment to certain areas or groups within institution.They perceived the local police to be
commnunities. On other occasions, residents ineffective, unresponsive and uncaring, although
expressed anger at what they saw as "divide-and- reactions varied by community and age group.
rule" tactics employed by politicians within their Younger school children and older people in all
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BOX 2.

Perceptions of Problems
Greenland: A Group of Young Men

Rank Problem
1 Lack of work, lack of education lack of opportunity
2 Politics
3a War-killing-gang violence
3b Police brutality
4 Poor housing conditions
5 Hopelessness
6 Girls get carried away >> pregnancy
7 Decreasing of youth clubs

The youths in this focus group clearly perceived that the major problm facing their comnity was a lack of work
and education, resulting in a lack of opportunity for residents and fiieling violence within the community: "Dat is why dem
fire so nuch gun and tink bout war," said ones Even among educated youi the problem of warring eidstThe young peo-
ple felt that the fact that "nutten a gwaan inna de ghetto,"along with the poor conditio of housing and the decease in
youth clubs, was responsible for the sense of hopelessness that prevailed among the youth.They described a situation of per-
petual warfare and killing through gun violence: "Is like you deh 'pon a battlelieklThey ranked polics second, saying they
got no assistance fiom their member of Parliament: "This place is like a poltcal widenwess... Even when theJLP [amaica
Labour Party] win, we don't get no assistance.' Politics was also related to the inter- and intra-community warfae, with one
youth arguing that it was the politicians who had created the divisions initially:"Dem come in and influence the yout"bout
dis and dat and give dem money and gun."Another blamed the seriousnes of the violence on the influence of the "bigger"
youths on the "little ones": "The little ones might be in a war, and a bigger one would give him a gun and so it get worse'"
The group ranked police brutality alongside war as a serious problem, with the caim that the police abuse their power and
adopt an umfair single approach to everyone in the community: "The polce dey believe they can do anythi*.They don't
know who is who, so they treat everyone every way... Is like dem Nvant we fe hand over we human rights to them"

Zinc City: A Mxed Group of Young People (Aged 18-25)

Rank Problem
1 Unfulfilled promises from politicians
2 Unemployment
3 Lack of education
4 Unskilled youth
5 Lack of unity
6 Lights/telephones

As in Greenland, this focus group inmnediately raised the problrn of gettng employment During anking. however,
they put the effect on the youth of unfiulilled pommises by politicians above unemploymentlThey argued that promises
build up hope, often prompting young people to abandon other inc -raisng actvities, only to have to start fiom scratch
later. The actions of the politicians divide the community, they argueLThey perceived the biggest cause of unemployment
to be the stga attached to their area, which deters employers.They did not list crime and violence as a prolem inside thecomnunity: instead, the group described a vicious circle in which, lackig employment, some tun to crime, comuitted
outside the conimunity, thus reinforcing the stigmia: "Man can't stay hungry too long, so man start think wicked."
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Figure 3. Seasonality Analysis of Police Harassment, Prepared by a Group of Young Men, Campbell Town
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conmmiunlities tended to be more supportive of the "dead-time zone" after their pay has run out
police actions in their community, but a group of and they have extorted all the money they can
youths in Campbell Town described the police as from ganja stalls.
a "set of hooligans with guns and legal power." This study did not itself define violence as a
Participants condemned the Anti-Crime Squad problem. Instead, it sought to identify, first, the
(or ACID) and "rat patrols" as brutal and intimi- extent to which communities themselves raised
dating. They gave many accounts of severe it as a probleDm.Then it determined the priority
injuries and deaths at the hands of the police. the comnmunities gave to violence relative to
There was also a lack of the trust necessary to other problems and also the gravity with which
approach the police, who were often perceived they saw different types of violence.
to be corrupt and in collusion with local
gunmen.

So significant were the actions of the police B. DIFFERING LOCAL
in the lives of youth in Campbell Town that the PERCEPTIONS OF VIOLENCE
youth were able to identify, through "seasonality
analysis" a timetable of police harassment on a 1) Descriptions of Violence
daily, weekly, and monthly basis (see Figure 3).
Police are most brutal after 9 p.m., particularly at Different focus groups in four of the five
the end of the week: "Most ghetto youths die on communities distinguished 25 different types of
a Friday," one focus group participant said. The violence. (Maka Walk provided no formal list-
police are at their mnost severe during the week ings, but semi-structured interviews revealed
before they are paid the end of the month - similar types of violence, with a particular
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Table 3. Listing of Perceptions of Types of Violence in Four Urban Communities (by % within each
community)

Type of violence ()Community
Inner-cit,; I nIe"c tv Peri- S-cnnla[,,

Intra-City Location
. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Greenlandl Campbe r To,,,n Pa- -k Too/r Z rnc City

Political* 3 10 0 20
political 3 10 13
rimercenary

Drugs 8 10 0 7
-dr u, 2 ,,
cocaire 6

Gang 32 30 22 7
- ano1 vvar 57

-rar over guns 16 ?0 c9
krir;eo,bocttes/stones 1

Economic 11 20 11 40
1o-lsebreaking 3
thiev ng/etealongj 3 0o 11 20
contract

Inter-personal 38 10 56 26
tape 11 13
-ve1b abuse 8 d

phlyrsca abuse 1 11
-tenant 1
p ckney war
matey wiN,ar 1 1 a
wat over women 13 6

Domestic 8 20 11 0
male-femc e 8 10 11
_cldlt-ci ci 10

Total 100 100 100 100

Scnr, cL K_ o cl nodtes e--rr Groor) arc. C-nopbel Tcr 'no a, -nrr ea L C ta

nt esn Lr d woe dno 'le )eoo f:,l p mrrcs Cont c rte lr nzat on r c-ve t eeore yR 5t.-I,

emphasis on gang violence.) These difTerent types different types of violence varied across commu-
of violence are presented in Table 3.The nities. Politically controlled "garrison" con-
researchers have placed the 25 differenit kiinds of stituencies perceived the level of violence-
violence into six main categories,' 2 showing the particularly gang warfare -to be lower. Hence
frequency (in percentages) that each comm11unity in Zinc City, even after the 1986 arrest and
mlentioned each type. removal of the local "don" - what they call a

The fact that conmiiunities make distinc- strong paternal leader who ensured stability, dis-
tions between so many different types of vio- tributed jobs and money, and provided protec-
lence dramatically illustrates the importance of tio1 - the garrison nature of the commnunity
better understanding its complexity in poor meanit that, apart from election time, violence
urban communities. While political, gang, and occurred largely through economic need: There
economic violence are widely recognized and were "wars" between comnmunities over scarce
researched, 13 less weight appears to have beeni contracts for jobs, or there were robberies, main-
(-iven to other forms of violence identified ly outside the communiulty. In comm1lulmities \vith
through the PUA methodology. a relatively well developed set of internal "coIn-

trol mechanismns," such as Park Town, it was
2) Maint Findings from Perceptions of Violence interpersonal violenice that was mentioned most

frequently. But in inner-citv communities such as
The relative importaince of the frequency of Greenlanid and Campbell Town, where the rule
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of a single don or political figure was replaced by brief description of the types of violence

fractured in-fighting and drugs, gang violence categorized in Table 3, mentioning their histori-

was the most important (see Box 3). cal roots, prevalence and perceptions as to

The followving section provides a very their relative importance.

Type of violence Seriousness'
Gun violence 1
Rape 2 1
Drug violence 3
Fighting (bottles and stones) 4 INE]*
Verbal abuse 5

HEPhysical abuse 6 G1
Domestic violence 7 4

*The seriousness of the crime was shown by a sequence ranAing with 1 thema
The frequency was fixed scoring out of 30 as the average number of incieip mt

Th ixsibhoo1gls attendinig an after-school program who undertook the lsigpand&uivdn s~vn 
do wth angwstre,"drug violenice" as related to people stealing to buy dirugs,an f inasbzibewnpeleit

weamisQthr tanguns.They saw guni violence as the most serious problem bcas pedtdntfoarniu

schol ad #r-shool progranis, and because it claim-ed the lives of fellowv studens ~ a b ~t otiuotn zb

lem Drg ~iolnceincluded the fact that drug users are sometimes beaten by "th oiont"bc~~fb<ai.Atog

veral nd ~yscaIabuse were frequent, they felt it was the least serious type of voec

Campbell Town: Group of Mfixed-AgedFea T tb

Tyjpe of violence Ranking Causes
Gun violence (gangs) I No jobs
Criminal 2 No job

U Child abuse 3 Single parenting ~ ~ I
Domestic 4 Jealousy ~idB

- Drug abuse 5 Peer pressure C j pity

Political 6 Dependency

The .- - of female teachers saw lack ofjobs as the principal cause of both viol

a tt -. burglarv. They said some people did not want to work, preferg 

te# j Te j :j',:':j-,'identified a number of specific implications in relation toSr

' " -', . ,,,,>,2"ng warfare meant they could no longer go into areas con 

outbreaks i - imer erupted, the school was forced to close. Abuse of children ws c te d u 

e- out cage~ ~ parents'giving drugs to children m so thati parents could go out at l

and unabk t fiancrtion the next day.
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Figure 4. Time Line Prepared by a Group of Women (Mixed Age), Housing Scheme, Zinc City
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a) Political Violence popular meetings side by side. Bustamante would
Participants in all the communities, regard- tell his followvers: "Don't touch my cousin." In

less of age, income or sex, perceived that vio- 1972, when Manley took over, the youths started
lence started when politicians introduced guns to take politics more seriously, and "war" started.
into the areas. The PUA results support extensive Boundaries developed between areas controlled
research showing that political violence has been by the Peoples National Party (PNP) and the
a constant feature of Janiaican party politics, Jamaica Labour Party JLP), across which people
although up until the mid-1960s it tended to be couldn't move. Political violence developed fur-
low-key, characterized largely by sticks-and- ther throughout the 1 980s but has quieted down
stones clashes."4 After 1967, partisan politics, with in the 1990s under the new prime minister, PJ.
its clientelistic resource allocation, became iden- Patterson.
tified with the rise of political gangs,15 and Zinc City residents talked about a period in
inner-city gangs xwere armed with guns instead 1980 when political gun violence escalated as
of sticks and stones.lb "The community was JLP activists successfully ousted PNP residents
beautiful when I came from the country," remi- from the local housing scheme, burning out
nisced an elderly woman from Greenland. resistors. Before this period of "pure killing,"
"Decent. Kingston was Kingston.You would live argued one resident of the scheme, '"you could
here. When gun shot came in, it mash up. It drop a pin downstairs and hear it" (see Figure 4).
started from the election party business. Decent The upsurge in political violence was also
people run away an leave dem place because of noted by a focus group of men from the local
it. In the first election dere was no gun." football club through trend analysis (see Figure

Similarly, a focus group of older men in 5). Longer-term political violence involved the
Park Town interpreted the changes in violence in importation of strong-arm men to enforce the
their community in terms of wider political political agenda to create a garrison. This meant
changes. They remembered that in the 1950s, the importation to the area of a big don and
political rivals Alexander Bustaniante and Nor- other political activists. Subsequently, political
man Manley, who were cousins, would hold violence, and violence in general, was subdued
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Figure 5. Trend Analysis of Types of Violence, Prepared by a Group of Men from Football Club, Zinc City
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while this don remaiined in poxver. After his jobs, but not to everyone - witlh oiily "friends
arrest and removal in 1986 there was an upsurge get[ting] a taste."They argued that this fueled
in violence, although this never reached high gang war, which xvould not stop as long as the
levels because the community was still tightly practice continued. In Maka Walk there was also
controlled politically. the perception that politicians divided the youth

Despite the political origins of the violence, through their patronage systerm: "If the politician
however, many participants said that contempo- were coming in the area and dealing with a
rary violence was no longer primarily political. thing, the youth would listen," said one young
In their trend analysis, the group of older men in man. "The things that the politicians is dealing
Campbell Town showed political violence as wid is to get the youth to war."
climbing steadily through the 1970s, peaking in
1980 and dying down in the 1990s. One older 1b) Dnig Violence
man noted that political violence calmed down All communities made an important dis-
and been replaced by gang warfare because the tinction between ganja (marijuana), which they
politicians were "no longer handing things out to perceived as an "herb" and cocaine, which they
the people." As a result of the drug economny, he saw as a "drug."They felt ganja was benign and
said, gunmen were no longer accountable to the of no threat to the commnunity. Indeed, ganja
politicians. often provided critical income: In Park Toxvn a

Where political violence still occurred, it focus group ranked ganja second to work as a
was as a seasonal phenomenon, primarily affecting survival strategy by men and fourth by wonmen.
communities during election time.The older Ganja also had value for its medicinal properties
man in Campbell Town argued that the gunmen and for helping to create what they called "uni-
renmained willing mercenaries, acting for their ty."A Zinc City group, for instance, saw smoking
politicians during the election season. ganja together as a means of bonding groups and

A second kind of political violence, less sea- helping them cope with feelings of frustration
sonal in nature, occurred when politicians and hopelessness.
favored certain groups or areas within a commu- By contrast, the "drug" crack cocaine
nity, creating internal divisiveness. Two focus received widespread condemnation. Cominuni-
groups of youths in Campbell Town said the area ties perceived that violence had intensified with
councilor or his representative distributed some the introduction of cocaine in the mid-1980s; in
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Greenland -a community with a long and "a quiet girl" \vho would have done nothing "to
notorious history of politically related violence deserve it." Arguing that men can do anything
dating from the 1970s -focus groups said under the influence of drugs, she said dons use
cocaine brought together gun, drug, and political this strategically when they "take quiet Christian
violence. Other groups had similar experiences. youth, give them coke, and reduce men to acts of

Residents distinguished between the use of violence." An older wonman in Maka Walk
cocaine and its distribution. Although partici- described how her son's crack addiction had led
pants clearly saw the relationship between him to "terrorize" the famillyV demanding money
cocaine distribution and violence, some people at 2 a.m. and stoning the house when he did not
also had a positive association with crack distrib- get it.
ution -namely, that it led to an affluent
lifestyle. In Maka Walk, for instance, a focus c) Gani' V iolenice
group of youths argued that the easiest way to Four out of five communities perceived
become "better off" was to buy cocaine and sell gang violence as the most serious type of vio-
it. One voung man in his late teens made it clear lence. In three cornmunities the level of violence
that he would not consume crack, but he said he was so great that there was a virtual "war." domi-
would like to sell it. nating and pervading all aspects of comlm1unity

It is not the least-educated young people life and restricting mobility within the area. A
who sell drugs. Drug leaders target high-school focus group of women in Campbell Town said
drop-outs as sellers. School teachers say they are gang violence was much worse now than in
particularly at risk because they have some sec- 1980. As one woman put it, back then "there was
ondarv-school education and have the rudimen- only one enem,y, so we knew our borderline and
tary skills needed to handle the money and con- knew what precautions to take.... Now every day
duct the business. we have a new enemy. We don't know where to

As for the seriousness of violence arising walk. If you walk up the road today, you run the
from the consumptioni of crack cocaine, there risk of enemy road and might be raped as a mes-
were widely divergent views amolng the various sage to others or killed. Everybody now have
groups, indicating that crack has had a significant their tool [gun] and can do as they want."
impact on some communiities, but much less on Residents saw gang violence as inversely
others. Some focus groups said that the con- linked to the existence of a "strong leader" in the
surnption of crack was minor though annoying, commnunity. A powerful don could reduce frac-
leading mainly to addicts' commnitting petty tional fighting and maintain cohesiveness. In
thefts.Young women in Greenlanid said "coke Zinc City, a focus group of young men from the
heads" stole shoes and other small items, and a football club, analyzing trends in different types
young womiian in Park Town cautioned against of violence in their comnmunity, argued that the
leaving possessions unattended around cocaine iron-fisted rule of a notorious local don between
users. 1981 and 1986 was reflected in a period of sta-

But other groups perceived a link between bility in the community during that time. After
crack consumption and unenmployment, frustra- his arrest, however, individuals fought between
tion, and hopelessness. One group in Park Town themselves to fill the power vacuum, resulting in
estimated that 10 percent of the 90 percent of an upsurge in "power violence" (see Figure 5 ).

the community who were "unemployed" used A decade ago gangs were formed by young
hard drugs. A number of groups said that crack adults. Today's gangs conmprised youths aged 12-
addiction makes people more violent. A focus 15, and every youth had access to a gun if he
group in Park Town regarded crack as dangerous wished. Among youths, guns were easily available
because addicts can "even kill their own mother and brought "respect": "No gun, no girl" was a
to get it." One woman gave the example of her common expression. There was also a fascination
addicted brother who beat up his baby's mother, with guns: "Them [youths] feel them must have
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it," said a man in his Table 4. Trend Analysis of Community Characteristics, Prepared by a Group of
20s. The police main- Middle-Aged Women and One Older Man, Greenland
tained that younger Then -1991 Now-1995

men are given guns Less v olence - More violence

by older men who - Bott e and stonle -More gunsS eep witn doer open -GeT ins de after 6 p.m.
recognized the young No gr ils Ncw tight secur ty
men caught commit- Co6id work two,obs No second ob

Low cost of liv ng - High cost ot vir-o
ting a crime would - Less Name Brand Mo.e Name Brand

not be punished as Happ er time Sadness now

severely as adults. This
younger age and
greater access to guns made the situation more higher levels of crime after 1991.
dangerous for everyone. "You walk down the Gang violence was particularly related to
street and you don't know which side the gun- unemployment, lack of work and opportunities,
fire comes from," one long-time political don and general hopelessness. As one resident put it,
commented. "The youth don't respect life. They "Dat is why dem fire so much gun and tink
neither hold on to the Rasta philosophy nor the about war ... (because) nutten naw gwaan inna
Jesus Christ philosophy. All them want is them de ghetto."
name brand shoes and pretty up them hair. Men and women responded to this despair
There's no love. They're only interested in TV in different ways, the panels noted. While men
and video." A younger leader added: "It's the turned to crime and violence, women turned
youth that shoot the guns.They are either more frequently to dependency on men.A
changed by a spell in prison, which leads them young man in Greenland maintained that
to hustle more and become more centered on "because the mother's poor, they [daughters]
family life, or they change naturally as they grow grow up and see things that they xvant and can't
older." afford it. Dem have to turn to a man to get it,

It was not the poorest who were necessarily and in turn they get pregnant. After that is like
involved in gangs; rather, it was the educated there is no hope. They get further into poverty."
youth. "Gang crime is not over food" was the way
one participant made that point. Moreover, gang e) Interpersonal Violence
loyalty was often stronger than personal friend- Interpersonal violence did not rank as high as
ships, and it was ensured through the fear of being other types of violence in terms of seriousness, but
tagged an "informer" by other group members, it was so widespread (see Table 3) that it pervaded
for which the punishment was often death. everyday life. Petty interpersonal arguments flared

up at the slightest provocation and easily escalated
d) Economic Violence to violence, even gang warfare. A particularly hard

Participants perceived a strong relationship tackle in a football game could lead to an argu-
between economic insecurity and levels of crime ment about "my gun being bigger than your gun."
and violence. A focus group in Greenland con- One of the most commnon forms of inter-
sisting mostly of middle-aged people related the personal conflict noted was female-female vio-
changing social climate in their community since lence. Competitiveness in general - "whose hair
1991 - notably increasing violence and tighter style a-carry the swing and whose hair style
security measures -to an escalation in the cost flop" was sufficient to create tension. This
of living during this period,'7 as well as an asso- tension could lead to competition over men, or
ciated inability to hold down two jobs (Table 4). "matey war," because relationships with men
They listed a number of important changes dur- were important not only to economic survival
ing this period that affected their lives. Similarly, but also for status and respect. This pervasive ten-
a focus group of older men plotted consistently sion also could lead to other types of conflict
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between woomen, including "pickney war" ity.Young people themselves confirmed the
(arguments starting between children and escalat- church's lack of significance, in their institutional
ing to a feud between their mothers) and "ten- roti" diagrams, they presented the church as a
ant war" (conflicts between households in tene- small - and therefore less important - circle
ment yards over use of space and utilities as well within the community.
as over personal differences). There was a perceived link between inter-

In all conmmunities, conflicts worseiied personal violence and a "breakdown" of the fam-
because of a climate of revenge. There was a ily as an authoritarian social institution. Many
widespread perception among participants that older participants argued that parents were
violence is a cyclical phenomenon, with old increasingly failing in their responsibilities toward
grievances, often spanning generations, never laid socializing their children. A teacher in Maka
to rest. During fieldwork, researchers personally Walk argued that parents even supported aggres-
observed several men who got in a very heated sive behavior in their children by coming to
argument at a bar after they uncovered old ani- school and encouraging their children to "hit
mosities. Greenland participants said that inno- back" other children with whomn they had argu-
cent people died on corners because revenge ments. But the teacher also placed some blame
killings, largely carried out by 15- to 17-year-old on parents' working outside the home: "All dem
youths, were so indiscriminate. In the three weeks pickney de should be inside now after having a
prior to the study there had been a funeral every meal, doing their homework or watching TV
week. Some participants commented that funerals Instead they all playing in the street and unsu-
had become macabre parties. with people dressing pervised. Their parents have not come home
up and taking camcorders. They found this so from work yet."
abhorrent that they no longer attended them. Participants commented widely on the per-

There was a widespread perception, particu- vasiveness of sex among young teenagers, and
larly among older participants, that interpersonal they saw teenage sex, teenage pregnancy, and
violence was fueled by a "breakdown" of disci- promiscuous men as normal behavior. A focus
pline in society.They felt stronggly that the moral group of young men in Maka Walk felt that 14-
and behavioral fabric of their societies had deteri- to 16-year-old girls were the "right age" for sex-
orated, that young people lacked discipline and no ual intercourse. A group of women in the same
longer respected their elders and those in tradi- community agreed that the ages 11-1 5 were
tional positions of authoritv. Many participants "peak years" for sexual activity among girls:
didn't blame the voung people, but rather their "When you try to talk to them," one womlan
elders for this turn of events. A community leader commented, "they say you grudge them." They
in Greenland said this deterioration in respect cited examples of 25-year-old grandmothers as
began when the older people themselves began to proof of early childbearing ages.
disrespect each other, and a participant in Maka A female participant in Greenland described
Walk concurred, referring to the uninhibited way the life-cycle this way: Girls got pregnant very
adults fought, in full view of their children. young - as young as 14 - but rarely lived with

Participants also pointed to lack of educa- the fathers of their babies (their "baby fathers"),
tion among youth as contributing to the break- staying instead with their mothers. By the time
dowxv in discipline. A young man in Greenland girls became "adults," their relationships with the
commented of the local youth that because first baby fathers were usually over, and they
"them don't intelligent [i.e., they are not aware would start living with a partner who was the
of their situation]," their reactions tended to be father of their second child. Some of these rela-
violent and self-defeating. There was also a wide- tionships lasted a long time, but sonie were over
spread perception among older participants gen- "before the baby is out of the belly."
erally of the decline in the role of the church A teenager in Campbell Town said that only
and of the priest as a traditional figure of author- 20 percent of teens in her community avoided
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Figure 6. Causal Analysis of Teenage Pregnancy, Prepared by a Group of Teenage Girls, Campbell Town
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early pregnancy, while half became pregnant, peer influence. They also cited pressure fromi
dropping out of school and becoming idle on the v"oung men and rape (see Figure 6).
street corners. A focus group of voung womeni in One of the mlost im-portant reasons cited for
(Campbell Town explained teenage pregnancy in early childbearing wvas vouthful parenthood itself. If
terms of a lack of parental guidance and control, "pickney [children] have pickney," said one partici-
as well as by a lack of discipline amiong teenage pant, then they wvere not old enough to be respon-
girls theniselves -too much partving, greed aind sible parents.Without the appropriate disciplining

Figure 7. Causal Impact Analysis of Men Taking Many Partners, Prepared by a Group of Women
(Mixed Age), Park Town
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and socializing that can only come from a mature A group of young women in Park Town agreed.
adult, it was hardly surprising that children were Several focus groups perceived a breakdown
becoming increasingly uncontrollable and getting of moral codes among some individuals within
involved in gang violence at such an early age. their commllunity, with references made to sexual

In addition, the focus groups highlighted offenses against women and children. Rape was
the negative impact of men having many part- seen as a serious problem, particularlv by
ners, with a perceived relationship between men women; for one group of women in Maka Walk,
having money and their influence over women. fear of rape was the second most important of
Status was also important for women, with five listed fears (see Box 8). One woman con-
women prepared to share their men if they "look fessed that she had been threatened with gang
good" (see Figure 7). A focus group in Campbell rape by her boyfriend because he did not want
Town perceived the scarcity of men as being a to accept paternity for her babv. They agreed that
major factor behind men's ability to have multi- womllen of all ages were vulnerable to rape, car-
ple partners. But the group in Park TowIn also ried out by men from both inside and outside
pointed to an increase in domestic conflict and the community. And they said rape also could
an increase in violence between women. take on a cyclical character, when one rape was

On the other hand, there was a perception comiilitted in revenge for another rape.

among women that pregnancy in some cases Severe constraints existed for women who

spurred young women to return to school in waiit to talk openly about their experience of
order to improve their prospects and those of their rape, with fear of retaliation a major deterrent. A

children. They felt pregnancy, particularly teenage 9 4-year-old young xvoman in Campbell Town
pregnancy, did not need to consign a woman to a said she had been raped twice, but she reported

life of dependency and limited options. A young neither assault. She said if a woiiman reported a

wxoman in Camlpbell Toxvn commented that 31) rape and the man was sent to prison, his friends

percent of young women, among whomii she "will hunt you down and kill you." She had nev-
counted herself, became pregnant as teeiiagers but er been counseled about her experiences; "you

then, through ambition and concern for the future have to keep it to yourself," she said. She had

of their children, went on to study and get work. never even discussed it with her boyfriend, even

Figure 8. Causal Analysis of Domestic Violence, Prepared by a Group of Young Women, Campbell Town
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though she knew that he was aware of the first feelings of hopelessness. The local police in
rape. Greenland blamed male-female domestic vio-

lence on the weakening of men's role as bread-
J) Domestic Violence winners for their family.

In all communities woman-beating was per- Because of the gang xvarfare in Maka Walk,
ceived as a common occurrence in daily life. On going to work could be dangerous, and a focus
occasions when women felt able to speak openly group of young women there related restricted
about their experiences, stories of everyday access to work to domestic violence.There was an
domestic brutality, fear, and a sense of being overdependence on men who "brave it" to go to
trapped emerged. One woman in Greenland work, and that could lead to quarrels, fights, and
talked about how her man of 18 years, whom even death. A focus group of women in Campbell
she loved dearly, continually treated her as a Town corroborated this view with their descrip-
"beating stick." tion of how women's unemployment led to

Two voung women in Maka Walk described dependency on men and unwanted pregnancies,
"bad men" as those who "love beating girls." which resulted in frustration, often taken out on
They said most women were beaten, but "most children, but also caused a cycle of male-female
women hide it." A group of young women in violence followed by partners "making up." On
Campbell Town explained domestic abuse in rare occasions this cycle was broken by the
terms of the attitude of both men and xvomen xvoman's hitting the man or leaving him, or get-
(see Figure 8), but they also stressed the influence ting him jailed through police involvement (see
of frustration arising out of unemployment and Figure 9). A female focus group in Park Town

Figure 9. Effects of Unemployment, Analyzed by a Group of Women (Mixed Age), Campbell Town
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interest - "he only loves me if he beats me."
But some female participants perceived this atti-

Perceptions of tude to reflect the low level of self-worth among
women in their community. As one woman in

Child Abuse Campbell Town put it, any woman who says that
beating reflects love "don't love herself."

A woman in Maka Walk comnmented that Physical abuse of children was also seen as
child abuse is "like a diseasc" in her community, per- widespread and a part of everyday life (see Box
petrated particularly by women, and particularly 4). Some participants called physical beatings jus-
when times are hard.and money is in short supply tified, especially if they related to disciplining the

She argued that as a consequence children turn away children. For these participants, physical punish-
from home and "becone evil." She listed types of ment played an important part in achieving and

child abuse as including: maintaining a hierarchical structure within the

1. verbal abuse; . family. But other participants condemned such

2. hanh flogging beatings, calling them wrong and damaging to

3. kicking; and l the children. The local police in Greenland
4. burning a child's hand or body parts. maintained that it is young children who suffered

most from domestic violence, and a focus group
in Campbell Town argued that the "wicked lick"

that parents gave their children built up violent
commented that while one-quarter of physically feelings inside them, ultimately increasing gang

abused women leave their partners, more than violence.
one-third have no alternative but to stay. Behind the perceptions of physical abuse of

In some instances both male and female children was a view that there was a lack of
participants interpreted domestic abuse in termus communication within families that had damag-
of affection, identifying being beaten with being ing consequences. A male community leader in
loved and not being beaten as a sign of lack of Maka Walk, for example, said that "a parent

Figure 10. "Solar System" Diagram Analysis of Community Programs, Prepared by a Group of Boys,
Greenland
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P0XBOXt0j: 5 -- ; ; -;- -00 000000000000:0000i;00: community Instead of making a list, the boys
drew circles, with the ones closest to the center

U.4nn Poor ~~~~~~~being the ones they felt had the miost immediate

LL'I --%,tL impact on them. Environmental problems like
E0 o m n i and...................... 0 04-0- --. .0000-pollution, dirty water, and garbage were the most

serious to them, but child abuse was close
Their-0l3- Langtwge 0.0-- ; 00000 behind.

3) Gravity of Different Types of Violence
"I00- 'f a sbormekEyonit-§ nickf o.: Isikyo

.dab-0¢ w +- pan.......... a-. -Middle aged- mag Residents of the poor urban communities
G iG-rdan - 0 0 il- -0 0 0 - -- t00; - -0 in this study perceived themselves to be at war.

They showed it not only in the way they con-
"The l-ttle ones might be in war, and a 0 bigger ducted their daily lives, but even in the language

ione0w might give hin a gun andsot * get wor- they used to identify the different types of con-
Middle.......t -aged wcpwn.CampbeflTown flict in which they were involved (see Box 5).

While significant distinctions occurred
.outh in0 .U00 . +iwealand nr hat they" s between communities, as well as between dif-

frar death" --vau~e"n .~e knery day." ferent focus groups within communities, overall
the groups ranked gang and gun violence as the

"The other0 daye h:im drive though which vex most serious forms of violence, followed by
fangerefl de loca udlitary n~, fsoJ dciii took ou rape and drug violence. Other interpersonal
deni w.pons ft nnbasbt bins,huehiin0 -drive utviolence was the least serious, although it was
of de area bekre dcim reach (hhn"-Youngnn J the most prevalent type of violence in the

am;To i . 500;000 -- ; - - :communities.
Gang, economi-c and political xvar xere seen

The rioity oluion denifie bya grup f prmarly as involving mien, xvhile m-iuch of the
'esidentainMaV~Jkwss to'4 ix dwwwnC interpersonal violence, such as "matey,""pick-

ney," and "tenant" war involved womnen.
Police brutality was perceived as a serious

problem affecting the community, but it was seen
should talk and reason with their youth," even if as being imposed on the community from the
they chose to administer physical punishmenit as outside, rather than as a form of violence withill
a means of enforcing discipline. the community itself.Thus, although participants

Figure 10 shows the importance children graphically described occurrences of police bru-
themselves gave the problem of child abuse. A tality, they did not include it on any of their list-
group of boys in Greenland were asked what ings or rankings of violence.
they saw as the most pressing problems in their
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| ANALYSIS: THE RELATIONSHIP

ETWEEN ASSETS AND VIOLENCE

THIS SECTION OF THE PAPER EXAMINES how each asset of the

urban poor relates to violence, anid how violenice in turn erodes or consolidates each asset.

Txvo assets, at different levels, are particularly important: labor as an individual asset and social

capital as a community asset.

A. LABOR AND VIOLENCE work; second, what they call "contract wars"
were a serious problem, as commiiunities fought

All of the communities perceive lack of each other over scarce contracts for jobs. In con-
work and employment opportunities as a direct trast, when there was work, violence decreased.
cause of poverty, and they see poverty as directly For instance, in the pern-urban community of
affecting levels of economic violence. 18 The Park Town, situated close to factories, employ-
overall perception in both of the inner-city ment levels were relatively high at the timie of
Kingston communities was one of high unem- the PUA because contract work was available to
ployment levels, with scarce work opportunities the local male work force. As a result, levels of
both inside and outside the commnunity. One crime and violence were perceived to be lowv.
group of young women said that 90 percent of Nevertheless, Park Town participants also saw the
emnployable adults in the community were direct link between unemployment and violence,
unemployed; another group pegged unemploy- noting that once the present contract work on
ment at 75 percent. One young man put the sit- the construction of a nearby power plant was
uation this way: "When two men a' work. one finished, levels of crime and violence would
lhundred naah work." increase again.

Participants saw a direct and iimmediate link With such a fluid employmllent situation, res-
between this unemployment and violence. Work idents of these poor communities turned to many
opportunities for n xvi were largely contractual different strategies to earn money. Some were
and seasonal in nature, which had two effects: clearly illegal - theft, robbery, drug-selling-
First, violent robberies, generally outside the others were clearly legal, and still others were in a
community, increased when menl were out of gray area. Many of the legal jobs were seasonal or
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cyclical. A group of apprentice tailors in Zinc Maria, for instance, spent two years working in
City, for example, said they could find work only Great Britain in temporary low-paid positions in
during August and December, the peak demand order to send money back for her children. She
seasons for back-to-school clothes and for Christ- returned only because she missed her children so
mas presents, respectively. Clearly, this led to great much.
insecurity, so much so that some men in Green- Residents also developed informal support
land even said they would prefer steady jobs with structures among family, friends, and neighbors. In
lower pay to the current erratic situation. some instances parents continued to help each oth-

In the gray area, residents developed innov- er even when their children xvere in rival gangs.
ative income-raising strategies, often centered on
"hustling" (ad hoc buying and selling, using 1) Gender-Based Perceptions
begged or borrowed money). A sophisticated
hustling system had grown up around the nearby There were clear gender differences in per-
prison, with women buying food for the prison- ceptions of the nature of work, as well as in how
ers, arranging for visitors' food parcels to get to it related to violence.
the prisoners, buying bulk goods from prison Men generally saw work as wage-earning
warders to sell outside, and begging/"negotiat- employment for which they needed training.
ing" for money from prison guards on their pay- Women, on the other hand, often felt it was bet-
days in exchange for sex. ter to work for themselves rather than for some-

Focus groups also emphasized the impor- one else. Although wxomen did recognize the val-
tance of remittances from relatives abroad in day- ue of the greater security that came from certain
to-day survival, and they looked favorably upon waged employment, such as security-guard work,
those who were able to live and work abroad. they also saw problems with other kinds of

Figure 11. Causal Impact Analysis of Lack of Work for Men, Prepared by a Group of Young Men, Park Town
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Figure 12. Problem of Unemployment and Its Impact on Women
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work. Many iloung Zinc City woit en in their exaT idple saw an increase in abuse and domestic
teens and early 20s, for example, were emplosed violence as a direct outcome of this dependency
in garment factories in the Free Zone, and they (see Figure 1t ). Often a woman was so depen-
complained of the conditions, status, and pay. dent on the s an's support that she had no

As for how unemployment led to violence, option but to continue living in an abusive rela-
peop woid that high unemploy rent led to frustra- )onship. One group of i y ung woyen in Park

nien gan vilec (e Fgre1).Cim edt

tion and idleness, and that in turn led to an Town said it wasn't just female dependenct but
increase in gang violence, interpersonal conflict, ale unemployment n itself that exacerbated vio-
a sid domestic violence. Although a group of lence. Theo said unenployed men ofho had no
young men in Park Town said there was a possi- neans to support their dependents took out
bility that a lack of work could uniite youth, thev their frustration on their women.
sad the more i'kelv outcome wvas thatyon

people would resort to stealing or participating 2) Lack of Mobility
in gang violence (see Figure 1 1). Crime led to
death and imprisonnment of nmen, and that Residents in all areas felt that their lack of
increased the trend toward a maleless society. nmobility added to their difficulty in finding

Women perceived that high unemplovment enmployment and this led to increased violence.
led to a greater dependency on a nian for Manv participants painted a circular picture, say-
income, 19 and that dependencv led to an ing that the violence itself was a cause of the
increase in domestic violence. A group of voung lack of mobility. That's because of what thev call
women and one young iman in Park Town, for 'area stigma" -that is, discrinmination against
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residents of certain low-income areas because from the city. They risked their lives if they

their communities are riddled with violence. passed through the lower section to get to a job.
One group of youths said everyone in their The only xvay to get into the city was by taxi. A
comnmunity was disrespected by outsiders and the focus group of young wonmen in the upper sec-
police alike, was branded either a criminal or an tion explained how people were afraid to go to
accomplice to one, and was therefore unable to work, especially if they had to return home after
secure a job or learn a trade. They said this area 6 p.m. Men from the upper section who used to
stigmatization led to hunger, frustration, and work or hustle in toxvn could not work because
idleness, which encouraged gang war and gun they rarely had taxi fare.
violence, xvith death or imprisonment the ulti- Schoolchildren in communities with gang
mate price (see Figure 13). violence experienced reduced physical mobility

There were other causes of lack of mobility, and access to school, and schools closed early on
too.Working adults in comimunities with gang days when levels of tension and violence were
violence told hoxv public transportation, often the high. Under such conditions children were less
only way to get to a job outside the community, supervised and more likely to be drawn into
did not serve very violent communities. Such was crime and violence. In Maka Walk "most boys
the case in Campbell Toxvn, where participants stop from school because of the wvar,' one resi-
said they might even be unable to get a taxi to dent said. Schoolgirls in Greenland said some-
take them home in broad daylight. Within Camp- times students were killed, so when shooting got
bell Town mobility was highly restricted, too, par- very bad, it prevented children from attending
ticularly for young men, because of gang warfare school and after-school progranms.
that has divided the community into three rival
sections. Women preferred not to xvork in export- 3) Effects on Local Businesses
processing Free Zone partly because they had to
pass through opposing communities. Local small-business people complailned not

Maka Walk was split into an upper and low- only about low profitabilitv because of poverty in
er section by a raging gang war. While residents the community, but also about the effect of vio-
in the lower section could get work in the city, lence on their operations. A local cabinet-maker
those in the upper section were physically cut off in MakaWalk said he could only survive by

working outside the
Figure 13. Impacts of Area Stigma, Analyzed by a Group of Youth, Campbell communitv. For one
Town thing, he said, cus-
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react with violence. Canmpbell Town residents said ed households shared the same water standpipe
that people with a skill could not start a business and divided up the electricity bill among them.
in the area because shops were regularly They also shared mneals and took care of each
burglarized. other's children on an ongoing basis. There were

similar examples in the same community, and
B. SOCIAL CAPITAL AND VIOLENCE focus groups in all the communities often men-

tioned how relatives and non-relatives frequentlv
The PUA found an extensive range of adopted or cared for children abandoned or

social institutions within comnmunities. Some orphaned by gang violence, domestic violence,
were informal institutions, such as families and or drug use.
households. Others were more organized - Raising money. Financial support net-
local associations and recreational activities such works are critically important in times of crisis.
as sports, music and dancing. Still others were Miss Agony (Box 6), for instance, relied on a
formal political, religious and educational organi- friend to help her pay the legal costs when her
zations. Institutional "roti" diagrams, such as the son was indicted on a murder charge. A number
one from Greenland (see Figure 14), identified of focus groups emphasized the importance of
the different institutions that the communities remittances from relatives abroad and of informal
perceived as important, rated their relative social support structures among family, friends,
importance, and showed whether they were neg- and neighbors.
ative or positive influences on people's lives. Raising credit infornmally by "throwing a

Social institutions can be broken down into pardner" is a long-standing tradition among poor
those based on hierarchical relationships, and communities in Jamaica. "Pardners" are informnal,
those based on horizontal relationships.2 0' Poten- rotating credit associations, and pardner bankers
tially, these can provide very different avenues to are often identified as leaders. Again, this was
reduce poverty and violence. In addition, they mentioned as an important coping strategy.
often interact differently with violence. However, acceptance into a pardner xvas often

based upon being regularly employed, so a
1) Social Institutions with Horizontal woman who operated a betting shop could use
Relationships her pardner "draws" to buy a bed, TV, and refrig-

erator. But others without regular income were
Barry Chevannes has pointed out that in increasingly excluded as too risky by the pardner

Jamaica there are communities with a "highly banker. Most of those with "pardners" used their
developed system of belief in reciprocity, that is a "draw" for basic everyday necessities rather than
system of relationships to society based on mutu- for longer-term income-generating investments.
al dependence."2 1 Indeed, inter-household trust And occasionally the pardner bankers robbed
and collaboration based on "horizontal" linkages their clients.
are the bread and butter of coping strategies. Teen clubs and other institutions. Peo-
These frequently occur between women and ple in the community ran a number of demand-
include inter-household child-care obligations driven social institutions, many externally
and loans of money, water, food, and clothing. financed. These institutions tended to relate to

Family living arrangements. A good music or football and other sports, and by their
example of this was the map that Maria drew of structure and objective created horizontal link-
her yard in Greenland. It revealed how Maria ages between individuals and groups that pro-
herself, her mother, her sister, and a brother - moted community ownership of projects.
four related households totaling 24 people - all Leaders wvere often either Rastafarians in
lived in the same yard, along with three other the case of the sports clubs, young youths in
families. Another sister and brother and their street-corner groups, local wvomen, and commu-
families were in the adjoining yard. The six relat- nity-based workers. Lenky, a Rastafarian sports
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BOX 6.

The.Effects of Inter-ProlVien:
Miss Agony's Story

Miss Agony's son Steve for him]. After that, said eti it although now she fee she
had good prospects in life. Miss Agony, "him get have me a way.... I am not o.s:.hd have . She
He graduated from high bummy" (meaning it Iw. 1 de bes' o' me you see kdows o s
school, passing the final turned his head), and he lit now compared to he. now,hbist he a wats

exanms in seven different fell in with a local gang. -eyast. I was withdrawn, to l, be, '...y.ng me
academic subjects. His Soon afterward he was I was giving myself a sen-.d.'ree h maybe me
father had been living in arrested for murder. e. But you know youra io stit aa moher,
the United States, during Miss Agony wras devas- f control your body.........if.me ieier stand
which time he had been tated by this turn of r my son said to me, w h broke
in jail on drug charges. events: "I never dream .aa, how you look n " Sh t him
Steve was brought up by about this.;... Central, GP, s But when me cry, th41id.neV
Miss Agony and his stepfa- Courthouse ... me never efeel better." nk, a e e h
ther, with whom he had a have that in me diary.... - Mss Agony dropped g - 0-e iss
good relationship. Prob- Me was imagining me fly- out of secondary school at y - seereceiving
lems started, however, -ing in the plane when he the age of 16 when she -^ .m-- pport from
when Steve's father turns pilot." She believed wa. kpregnant with Steve iends h ct
returned from the United that the events affected her a4 #had been trying to .<4 who
States and gave him $300 more than him, "because g her son what she li? in ' b0 Ui States

and a lot of clothes and sometime I get very ried out on. Her moth-mi
shoes, promising to."send depressed. It leave me feel- 41had wanted her to abo}t
for him" lapply for a visa ing under. Mently, physi- tchild, but she refsed,-

coach and mediator of gang violence, for in response to a poll showing that 40 percent of
instance, was identified as the most important inner-city children dropped out of school before
local leader in the Greenland "roti" (see Figure fifth form (15-16 years old), and that even grad-
14), as was a community-based worker, Miss uates did not have enough qualifications to go
Help. All had earned the respect of the commu- on to college or to get a good job. The teen cen-
nity by remaining apolitical and non-threatening. ter catered to students living in central Kingston
Likewise, a mixed-age focus group in Maka Walk who wanted to pass the Common Entrance
scored the "soundman" 8 out of 10 and the Exam for high school. (In Jamaica, there are two
"dread" 10 out of 10 as role models in their educational streams for teenagers: One, called
community. Also important were the health aide "secondary school," is more technically oriented,
and the teacher, both female community work- while "high school," which requires passing the
ers, while the "dollar man" (a money lender), Common Entrance Exam to enter, has a more
although he earned a significant amount of academic focus.) At the center students could get
money, was not viewed as a community role help with their homework and also receive com-
model. puter training.Two trained teachers worked

Teen homework clubs and better-parenting there, and the center was trying to use tertiary
projects have started up, often with outside assis- level students as volunteers to assist.
tance. For instance, in 1 990 a private voluntary The center had child-care facilities for
organization started a Teen Centre in Greenland local working mothers, caring for 14-1 5 babies
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Figure 14. "Roti" Diagram: Analysis of Institutions, Prepared by a Mixed Group, Greenland
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daily. And it provided winancial assistance to one the community perded iore prograris like
out of every three students who had passed the these.
Cmdommon Entrance Exam. Such aid was essen-
tial for many students, because the government 2) Social Ijistitutions tvith Hierarchical
now requires students to share in the cost of D ur es
their education, and it is difficult for many poor
parents to afford school supplies and fees.The Jamaica also has had an extensive tradition
center sponsored 169 students, seven of whonm of hierarchically structured fornmal social institu-
were enrolled in tertiarV institutions such as tions, many of which are mechanisnis for the
CAST (the College of Arts, Science, and Tech- top-down delivery of services. These institutions
nology,) and the University of the West Indies. include not only national and local governnments,

The teen center made its mark on the but also schools, churches, and the social welfare
community.When one group of students drew systems.2
a "roti" diagram of the workings of the com- Political power. Political parties in Jamaica
nmunity, they put the teen center right in the historically have maintained control of nmuch
mliddle as a large circle, clearlv demonstrating social interaction at the local level.Within their
its importance. The center, and others like it, physical jurisdictions they can control communi-
do have limitations, however. One resident ty centers, sports fields, dance halls, and so on.
complained that they "only take high school During the last decade, however, politicians have
kids, not seconidary, anid it is difficult to get in." become less power-ful. Leading politicians are
On the other hand, established dons felt that increasingly unable to unite warring factions
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BOX 7.

The "pTOrtance fEucto
Many participants There were mixed per- violene (e F 15. A There was some dissent,

viewed" educatio and ci o e vae of focus grup i Zinc :City however. Two groups of
tiing asamongi the fma nat0 ak w to, young men in Park Town
m ot imp rtantm Throu a factoris, a Lack were more skeptical of the

acc s to a I i t 4; 6f ead ndS . e

increasing access to-wrk caal impact any, a of education and sills (see value of education. One
jandreducing povertiy and youngman0iXn Greenlnd Fi;gure 16). group claimed that"[the]

frustration. T recog - eadcko edua0 A guof schoolboys educated work harder and
nlized that being skilled 0 tion# in- terms of thef d- in Prk Townranked their for less money." while the
increased inctm, and1the cinciy ofresour es for school fir int the their other group pointed out

repeatedtly asized the schools, te lack of access listingt of social instlitions that they knew people

need fora traininsg enter. for children from poor in the comunity,based with Caribbean Examina-
AlNthough som ommuni- households, or 3 failies on "the facatshool tion Council qualifications

ry members did mtention who do 0notithemsels improves opportunities in who were unable to find

thatthe availability of 0priorit-ze education. life f students. Silrl, work. Some sad that the
-traiingfacilities does-not Compwuterizat0ion,he4 groups ofwomen, onein edtication system is overly

guarantee employment,a argued, is leavig youtihs; a local church, another in acadernic and does not
groPSup 0of youg men -in 00 t- 0 -tevken further behsind. 0 l- - - a betfte off section of the have the vocational ele-
Zinc City ranked a train- Amongie the eiThcsoLack commhunit guedthit iment appropriate to the
ing center as the No. 1 of education he inclde eduction is very impor- work force of their

'priortyin theirr poverty anfrstratn, tant in iproving employ- conmmunity.
icmunty" 0t00 0 which led to ileness andl m lent osppotunitie. -

within communities, and many politicians are contrast, in the Greenland "roti" (see Figure 14)
now perceived to deliver hollow promises and Namebrand, a longtime don, was given a small
accused of dividing communities to remain in circle because he was seen to have lost his power.
control -"mashing up" communities by inter- The long-term tradition of"paternal"
vening in all aspects of local life. dependency on political leaders meant that some

"Dons" historically have provided strong people, particularly the elderly, found it difficult
leadership wvithin communities, ensuring stabilitv to conceive of an alternative institutional struc-
and paternally distributing jobs and money, as ture, hanging on to a nostalgic desire for politi-
well as providing protection. Some are political- cians to rediscover the strong leadership tradi-
party activists, while others have created their tionally associated with commutity stabilitv;
own wealth and patronage base, often with drugs, Thus, some older residents looked favorably on1
working for politicians during election periods. the presence of a strong don. A group of adults
In order to remain unchallenged and maintain in Campbell Town believed that the war in their
the respect of the vouth, a don must have a "rep- community started because of a lack of leader-
utation." "If the youth are not afraid of him," a ship and that a strong don could stop it -"a

30-year-old man in Campbell Town said, "they man to deal with the problem, one who will sav,
will challenge him."A focus group in Campbell 'do X and notY,' or 'stop noNv,"' one participant
Town described how a don sent a "soldier" to explained.
"terrorize" people and then intervened, thereby Church and school. Churches and
demonstrating his poxver over the soldier. By schools are other important hierarchical institu-
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Figure 15. Causal Impact Analysis of Lack of Education, Prepared by aYoung Man in Greenland
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tions closely allied to traditions of top-dowln day him write another article in the paper, demn

welfarist intervention. Participants in general article no help de conimunitV.

perceived schools in a positive light, and teachers In direct contrast to this, participants in the

were highly respected. A group in Maka Walk, same commulity highly approved of another

for instance, gave the teacher a maximum score leading Greenland church figure who helped

of I0 as a role model in the community. provide employment and training opportunities.

Perceptions of the role of the church as an In Campbell Town, although church attendance

institution varied, depending on the particular was perceived to be low, participants approved of

church or church leader under discussion. Some the welfarist activities of the church, such as a

focus groups saw the church as a positive influ- church-run dental and blood pressure clinic.

ence; others saw it as a negative one. In Green- The police. Police are a central part of the

land, for exalmple, most groups were indifferent everyday life of the urban poor, yet are perceived

or negative about the church. In three out of as reinforcinig fear and divisiveness. Focus groups

four "roti" diagrams prepared, the church was in all communities felt that the relationship

represented by small circles, signifying a lack of between the police and the urban poor served

importance. Groups also expressed varied opin- only to exacerbate existing conflict.The actions

ions concerniing high-profile church figures run- of the Anti-Crinme Squad, or "ACID" - and in

ning social projects in the community. One local Campbell Town the "rat patrol" - were singled

priest was represented as a small circle on the out as being brutal and intimidating (see page

boundary of a "roti" diagramn to show the group's lU).Young people in particular argued that

criticism of his turniing local training centers into through their wholesale harassmenlt of youth on

homes for the elderly and disabled, wvhich, they street corners, the actions of the police "miek the

felt, served the priest's own initerests. "Him claim youth dem behave wickeder."Their actions instill

him helping poor people, but him only helping fear and hatred amongst the youth. Even woiniein,

himself," one middle-aged xvoman said. "Every who are harassed less, are fearful.
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Figure 16. Causal Flow Analysis of Lack of Work, Prepared by a Group of Young Men, Zinc City
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Local police xvere perceived more positively ties that promoted violence, division, and insta-
than ACID. Nevertheless, participants believed even bility. There were widespread accusations that the
local police did not generally serve conmmunity police colluded with local dons, making people
interests, but stigmatized them, prejudicially brand- afraid of communicating with the police.
ing all residents as criminals and devaluing their At the same time, the police were perceived
lives through their uncaring attitude. "The police as part of the solution. Children, the middle-
are trained to think that [a community such as aged, and the elderly particularly expressed a
ours] can only have bad people," said a youth in need for the police. Schoolchildren, in their
Campbell Town. "Regardless of your age or sex mapping and institutional "roti" diagrams,
they 'dis' [show disrespect to] you every day. Even showed the police as important for maintaining
if you are employed, when you show your work security in their communities. Older participants,
ID, they tell you that you work in the days to buy in talking about their need for telephones,
bullet ... to kill in the night.... Everyone is guilty stressed that they would be able to call the police
until proven innocent." if they saw any crime committed. Even a group

Women complained universally that the of young men in Campbell Town said that peo-
police were unresponsive or even derisory in ple would have to give information to the police
their response to reported instances of domestic in order to get rid of gunmen, although there
abuse or rape. Similarly, the police did not was so much fear of being branded an informer
respond to crimes reported in the community, by the dons that this was unlikely to occur.
sometimes using the excuse that they did not Efforts to build bridges between the police
have vehicles. But if someone outside the con- and the community met with mixed results. Over-
munity reported being robbed by a ghetto resi- all, there was a perception that the attitude of the
dent, the police came in force, participants said. police had improved under the new police com-

The police were perceived as corrupt and missioner. Although an attempt to start a "Neigh-
partisan. Participants in Maka Walk claimed that bourhood Watch" scheme in Zinc City failed
the police were directly involved in illegal activi- because the police responded on only one occa-
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sion, participants praised the efforts of the local Campbell Town, a "baby father" was killed when

police in Greenland to build up a police youth he failed to heed the warning of his best friend
club and become generally more involved in the and continued to visit his "baby mother" after
social life of the community. The club had been a gang warfare had changed turf boundaries. When
part of the community since the late 1970s. It had "baby fathers" cannot visit "baby mothers," not
an active membership of 30-35 youths,with ages only are the women denied money for their
ranging fronm 12-17. This group organized educa- babies, but also love and companionship.
tional trips,job placement, skills training such as Fear had led some family members of fami-
arts and crafts and sewing, and it also provided the lies to migrate. "Who no dead gone America,"
young people with the opportunity to interact said one woman. Left behind, the less mobile
with other youths from different communities. faced other types of interpersonal violence. In

Other "strong men." Integrated into particular, "matev" war - conflict between
local low-income urban communities were two women over a man - intensified with a scarcity
further hierarchical structures, based, like dons, of men, and this scarcity was due not just to their
on the notion of "strong men" - cocaine-traf- death or imprisonment, but also to men's lack of
ficking and gangs. "Micro-gangs" resulting from mobility from the tight spatial boundaries associ-
the pervasiveness of guns, particularly in the ated with gang warfare. (On the other hand, the
inner-city Kingston communities, had accelerat- scarcity of men was sometimes perceived to have
ed the fragmentation of communities. There was the opposite etfect. One focus group of women
an important distinction made between the in Campbell Town argued that it was so impor-
social cohesion enforced by a single strong don tant to have a man that it was necessary to put
and the destructiveness of the multi-don situa- up with sharing them, without conflict arising
tion. Although this could be characterized as a - since they were now so scarce.)
shift from hierarchy to anarchy, such micro-gangs Restricted physical mobility and limits on
still had their own hierarchical structures. the times of day when people could leave their

houses also increased other types of interpersonal
3) Does Violence Erode Social Capital? stress. "Tenant wars" could erupt between neigh-

bors living in high-density, overcrowded housing,
A group of youths in Greenland said that hemmed in behind zinc fences.Within house-

three-quarters of the direct victims of gang war holds there might be fights between older cou-
were young men 12-22 years old, one-eighth ples. Finally, primary school teachers in Campbell
were children younger than 12, and another one- Town drew a connection betwveen overcrowding,
eighth were women. Although some of these with its ensuing early exposure of children to
victims were innocent bystanders, they said,
increasingly wonmen were being targeted as sus-
pected police informners. Box 8.

Not surprisingly, there was widespread fear
in these communities, and the fear eroded Fear Resultng
"stocks" of social capital. In Maka Walk, which firom W a
residents saw as a community "crippled by fear,"
young women ranked five different types of fear Ranked by aYoung'W&mets Group, Ma 'Walk
(see Box 8).

Violence eroded social relationships, not 1. Fear of being tagged an informer.
only through death, but by restricting physical 2. Fear of rape,
mobility and increasing levels of tension. Focus 3. Fear of being robbed.
groups in different communities identified how 4. Fear of stone thowing.
divisive the spatial implications of violence had 5. Fear to have meeting outside.
been in shattering family life. For example, in
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adult sex, and the increase in teenage pregnancy. trust, cooperation and collaboration - the

Despite the tense atmosphere, in all comniu- "stocks" of social capital.

nities there was a strong feeling that inter-house- Youth clubs also were identified as critical,

hold trust and cooperation had not totally broken not only for recreational purposes but for creat-

doxvn. Participants provided numerous examples ing trust and cohesion. In many respects these

of support. In Greenland some people still con- are the formalized manifestations of street-corner

tinued to share food when their children were in groups, playing an important role in resisting

rival gangs.A Maka Walk street seller stressed that peer pressure to engage in gang wars.Young peo-

"people support each other.... Anybody would ple themselves saw the importance of these clubs

take your child to the doctor."A local artisan in in building peace and harmony (see Figure 18).

Campbell Town emphasized that people still got

together despite the divisions and the crime. 5) Violence, Infrastructure, and the Erosion of
Social Capital

4) Spatial Implications of Violence on Com-
munity Association Violence prevented the installation or main-

tenance of infrastructure, which in turn exacer-

Gang war restricted mobility for social bated crime and "war" and eroded communitv-

interaction.This, in turn, eroded space for com- level cohesion. Lack of infrastructure or its

munity association. In many areas dance halls, inadequate maintenance as a direct consequence

youth clubs, and sports facilities no longer func- of violence could indirectly increase fear and

tioned because of the levels of violence. For mistrust and reduce community space for associ-

young people, this was serious. In many poor ation. In Maka Walk, for instance, focus group

urban comnmunities, the dance hall wvas the cen- participants recounted hoxy local gang menmbers

tral institution for voung people. A group of had knocked out street lights to keep the area

young men in Campbell Town saw it as the dinm so that it wvould be easier to rob people.
point of convergence out of which other institu- A focus group in Campbell Towni analyzed

tions, both good and bad, emnanate (see Figure the effect of a community's having "light" (i.e.,

17). It xvas important, therefore, for building up electricity) (see Figure 19).They perceived a lack

Figure 17. "Roti" Diagram Showing Institutions Liked and Disliked, Prepared by a Group of Young Men,
Campbell Town
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Figure 18. Comparison Chart of Youth Club and Non-Youth Club Youth, Prepared by Youths, Campbell Town
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of electricity as contributing to growing fear, 6) Institutiotnal Implications of the Erosion of
robbery, police harassment, violence and the Social Capital
breakdowvn of community cohesion.With elec-
tricity, they said, youths would be kept enter- While "stocks" of social capital varied
taimied and off the streets through music and tele- among and within communities, it was clear that
vision.This would reduce crime and violence colmmulnity cohesion had been devastated by the
and make for a peaceful communiity. interplay of different types of violence. Decline

Telephones also wvere widely perceived as a in the control of strong hierarchical leaders
mechanismn to reduce violence. Park Town par- resulted in an institutionial vacuum in many
ticipants frequently pointed out that their one communities. Police moved in to fill this vacuum
telephone box had never been vandalized- and reduce violence, but that more often than
denmonstrating its importance. At the samle tine, not had simply fueled more tension. Despite the
hoxvever, their repeated requests for private tele- increasing recognition of the value of communi-
phone lines had not been filled. In fact, malny ty policing, overall the police and judicial system
residents had applied for phones long ago, but had limited success in effectively controlling or
installers would not enter the community reducing the levels of violence.
because of the violence. In Maka Walk telephone Informal justice systenms have developed
workers had been stonied by local youths as thev withini poor communiities as a response to the
began laying linies, and installation was never lack of law and order.These alterniative systems.
completed. mainly hierarchical in structure in the form of
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Figure 19. Impact Analysis of "Light" (Electricity) and "No Light," Prepared by a Group of Youths,
Campbell Town
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councils, committees, or even ad hoc groups, were recounted how he had tried on two occasions to

headed by dons or other powerful leaders. Given set up a citizen's association in Zinc City, the

their illicit nature, little is known about them. tightly controlled, or "garrison," community. In

However, focus group participants mentioned order to break up the association, the local mem-

two examples to illustrate their mandates: In one, ber of parliament branded him a member of the

a cocaine addict was beaten up and driven out of opposing party during the election campaigns

an area; in the other, a widely accused child beat- when partisanship was running high, and the

er was "tried by the people" and forced to leave man was forced to leave the community on each

the community. occasion, returning only after the election fever

Community-formed associations based on had died down.

cooperative hsorizontal relationships were severely In addition, individual efforts to organize

constrained in their attempts to organize. within communities could cause suspicion and

Although such institutions provided potential resentment among gang leaders.The leader of a

entry points for policy intervention designed to youth club in Campbell Town described how he

strengthen social capital, they were extremely had received death threats because he was per-

vulnerable to co-option by the political direc- ceived as trying to become a gang leader. He and

torate or don structures. In some instances they other leaders of the club could not walk down

were perceived as a threat to existing hierarchical nearby streets in Campbell Town.

control systems. One young man in his 30s
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PERCEPTIONS OF SOLUTIONS IN

FIVE COMMUNITIES: PEACE,

-A~,
:UNITY, AND A TELEPHONE?

TO ELICIT PERCEPTIONS OF SOLUTIONS, focus groups described

their "dream community." Participants' descriptions fell into two broad categories - ideals for

the future and concrete solutions. These have been separated for the purposes of this analysis,

with the latter subdivided into the different subproject categories of the upcoming Jamaican

Social Investment Fund.

Describing their "dream community," While a small number perceived the need for
focus groups in all five communities gave the strong leadership or greater political involve-
highest ranking to peace - articulated as "uni- ment as part of this dream, far more perceived
ty" or the end of "war" (see Table 5). the issue in terms of a range of "empowering"

Table 5. Aggregate Listing of "Dream Community" Solutions

Dream community characteristics Focus Group
Middle aged

Ch dren Young men Young women and elderly Tota
Un ty/ ove/togetherness 1 5 3 9 18
End violence/no gang war/remove guns/stop
attending funerals 5 3 8 16
Respect/upl ftment/look to Marcus Garvey/praver 1 5 2 4 12
Attituderdiscipline/fam y stability 2 5
Remove party politics/get an apol t ca eader 4 1 1 6
Remove area stigma 1 2 4
Equal r ghts 2 1 3
Greater nvo vement from po iticians 1 1 1 3
Strong eadership 3 3
Move out 1 1 2

Source PUA t eld notes trum Creenland Carphe I Town, ParkTcan, Zinc C ty, and Maka Walk,
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Table 6. Aggregate Listing of Community Recommendations for Building Social Capital

Social Assistance Intervention Focus Group
Chi dren Young men Young wvomen Middle aged and elderly Total

Community-based activities: 35
commun ty,/youthjdaycare centers 6 4 5
youth projecLs 1 4 2

- drama group 1
teracv c asses 1

voluntary workiself help 2
c tizens assoc at ons, etc./
Neighborhood Watch 1 1 7

Safe centers; staff for counseling
about violence: 14
parenting sk Ils to deal with chi dren 2 1 4

- youth nvolved with gun violence 1 1 1
community relations 1
drug addiction 1 1

- family p ann ng 1

Program to improve relations with the
police/reduce police harassment 1 3 1 2 7

Soup kitchen/lunch money/school-fee
assistance 2 3

Military training for youth 1 1 2

Job placement programs that teach youth
how to present themselves for jobs 1 1

Prisoner-rehabilitation programs 1 1

Return subsidy on basic food items 1 1

Source. PUA f eld nrtes from Greenoard Campbe I Towr, Perk To'i, Zinc C ty and MaKa Walk

characteristics such as "uplifting themselves," safe centers for counseling to reduce violence
"gaining respect," or "changing attitudes" (also and improving family and interpersonal com-
see Table 5). munication received top priority by focus
Projects and programs that brought people groups of all ages (see Table 6).
together and built social capital were by far the * Of all the other recommendations made, by far
most important concrete solutions provided by the most important were training, education
focus groups. Participants prioritized commu- and jobs (see Table 7). It should be noted, how-
nity-based activities, with an emphasis on ever, that on the issue of generating employ-
youth activities, particularly by the youth ment there was an inability to perceive con-
themselves, some of whom are already meeting crete initiatives requiring interventions - only
informally as street-corner groups. In addition, a welfarist request to "provide work."
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Table 7. Aggregate Listing of Community Recommendations for Project Intervention

Type of Solution Focus group
Children Young men Young women |Midle aged ann older Tota

Social infrastructure projects

Train ng/Train ng Center 1 g 6 11 2T

Education/schools/school equipment 5 3 5 3

Sports ftelds/playing area/sports center for
both bcys and cl ris -- prowis on rehab litation
and equipping 4 1 4 9

Health clinic/nurse/farnily p ann ng 3 2 5

Pol ce statian 1

Economic Infrastructure Projects

HoLsing 2 2 11

Water supply and sanitat on 1 2 4

Commnunitv rehabn itat on ol rentedjcaptureo
hous rig and zinc fences, and reclamat o0
of open lots 1 1 5

Telephone nsta lation 2 1 4

Street repairs 1 2 2 5

Drainage/guily repair 2 2 1 5

Re ab e garbage co lection 2 1 2 5

(Lega ) e ecaric ty 1 3 4

Fix up physical enironrnocnt/w%ar zone 1 1 2

Street- ght instal at on 2 2

Systerms to ensure transport car move
througn caommunities 1 1

Income generating projects

Work 8 5 13 26

Program to provide ncent ves for nus nesses
in inner c ty areas 1 1 1 3

Comrmun ty- evel workshops, e.g. we ding 1 1

Shopping centem 1 1

Business centet 1 1





CONCLUSIONS

THE PUA FOCUSED ON THE WAY that violence in poor urban communities

erodes two key assets that are vital for reducing poverty - labor and social capital. At the

individual level, violence limits the ability of poor men and women to utilize their nmost

important asset, labor, efficiently and productively. At the community level, the society is dom-

inated by fear and distrust. Communities often lack very basic forms of cooperation or com-

munication, and despite heroic efforts of individuals and local organizations, violence in all its

forms - political, drug, gang, economic, interpersonal, and domestic - has left communities

bereft of the most basic stocks of social capital.

The PUA clearly demonstrates that poor ent branches of the police force - an approach
Jamaicans perceive these two assets as integrally that alone cannot resolve the problem.
linked in self-perpetuating cycles. As long as vio- If the Jamaica Social Investment Fund is to
lence results in "area stigma" and as long as it provide an entry point to the violence-poverty-
keeps people locked in their communities, afraid institutions nexus, it will need to go beyond the
to venture far from home, residents of these poor traditional role of SIFs. Social Investment Funds
areas cannot access existing jobs, businesses are were originally designed to help mitigate the
reluctant to invest in their communities, children "social impact" of Structural Adjustment Pro-
have trouble getting to school, and the commu- grams by providing financing of small-scale pub-
nities themselves are unlikely to improve their lic works projects that would offer temporary
neighborhoods by investing in housing and other employrnent opportunities. Later SIFs were
local infrastructure. designed to provide effective administrative

To date the primary tool to control or mechanisms to rehabilitate and repair social and
reduce the violence has been through the differ- economic infrastructure for human capital devel-
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opment. The PUA in Jamaica points the need to and economic development, and it recognized
expand SIFs to include promoting the develop- that informal as well as formal institutions can
ment of social capital. Interventions must build help combat violence and poverty. It also distin-
not just human capital, but also social capital. guished between hierarchical and horizontal
Local institutions must be involved throughout institutions in its examination of how formal and
the process, because ultimately the communities informal institutions relate to poverty and vio-
themselves, not the police, hold the solutions to lence. The JSIF reflects these observations in the
their problems. following features:

There is, of course, no such thing as a a. In order to build on existing stocks of social
social-capital "project"; social capital cannot be capital, the JSIF seeks to work with established
"engineered." But key features of the JSIF, community-level institutions rather than creat-
including the subproject menu and key proce- ing new "project committees," as some social
dures within the subproject cycle, were designed funds have done.
both to ensure as far as possible that social capital b. In order to restrict the influence of individual-
was not further eroded, and to try to build on led, hierarchical institutions that favor top-
existing "stocks" to consolidate social capital in down delivery of services, the JSIF prohibits
poor communities. individuals from sponsoring subprojects.

Instead, projects must be sponsored by com-
A. MENU OF ELIGIBLE munity groups, and the community must have
SJUBPROJECTS participated actively in identifying the project.

c. In order to be as inclusive as possible and not
The JSIF includes typical investments restrict informal associations from participating

designed to increase human capital and the use in the JSIF, subproject sponsors need not be
of productive assets found in other social funds, legally registered entities. Their responsibilities
such as rehabilitation and equipping of schools, at all stages of the subproject cycle are matched
health facilities, and daycare centers; rehabilita- to their capabilities.
tion of water and sewage systems, as well as d. In order to help provide the means for spon-
drains and canals; and upgrading of urban access sors to undertake these roles, the subproject
roads. But in line with the recommendation of menu includes technical assistance and training
an expanded role for SIFs in situations like of sponsors and executing agencies to upgrade
Jamaica's, the JSIF also incorporates more innov- their skills in the preparation, implementation,
ative interventions that aim to "build" social cap- and management of community projects.
ital by providing support, training, space, and
opportunities. These include: C. SUBPROJECT IDENTIFICATION
* rehabilitating and equipping "integrated com- AND APPRAISAL

munity spaces," such as sports facilities, teen
centers, and training facilities; The PUA also noted that the delivery

* conflict-resolution programs; process of services itself is critical to building
* drug-abuse counseling; social capital. This means getting the communi-
* family-life education and parenting courses; ties involved and keeping them involved. There-
* career guidance and job-placement services; fore, the JSIF requires communities to participate
* training in different kinds of technical skills. in the identification of subprojects; moreover, to

ensure the quality of the community's involve-
B. ELIGIBLE SUBPROJECT nient, the JSIF will train interested non-govern-
SPONSORS mental organizations and central- and local-gov-

ernment entities in the latest participatory
The PUA study noted the importance of techniques. The JSIF also will retain in-house

community-level institutions for social cohesion capacity to undertake participatory project iden-
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tification and needs assessments in the poorest For instance, if the JSIF approves a proposal from
communities. a parent-teacher association to furnish and equip

Community participation in decision-mak- a basic school, the PTA will sign a sponsor
ing is one of the most important appraisal crite- agreement authorizing the JSIF to contract with
ria, and it goes beyond the mere identification of a supplier of the goods. The JSIF will then make
appropriate projects. Thus, under the JSIF, sub- disbursements directly to the supplier.
project sponsors must agree to contribute a mi-
imum of 5 percent of the cost, monitor the sub- E. LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
project, and oversee the ongoing maintenance of
the investment. A social investment fund, of course, cannot

on its own solve such deeply entrenched prob-
D. CONTRACTING AND lems of widespread poverty as those articulated
DISBURSEMENTS by the residents of the five communities involved

in this research project. Nevertheless, when dis-
The existence of high levels of violence trust and fear dominate the daily lives of men,

influenced the design of the JSIF's contracting women, and children, the SIF may provide a
and disbursement procedures. The PUA empha- modest entry point to break contextually specific
sized how community institutions, particularly cycles of poverty and violence, and thus improve
horizontally based groups, are vulnerable to co- the quality of life for the people it touches.
optation by political, gang, and other forces. By Moreover, in the longer term, studies such as this
directly controlling the contracting and disburse- one may themselves prove to be an important
ment process ofJSIF subprojects, community stepping-stone to reducing violence. Their par-
organizations would increase their vulnerability. ticipatory techniques tend to foster cooperation
Indeed, the flow of money to particular groups and dampen conflict. And ultimately, it is the
and not to others could prove divisive and actu- communities themselves that must reduce the
ally increase violence in communities.Thus, violence by rebuilding the trust and reciprocity
sponsors will authorize the JSIF to contract on implicit in their "stocks" of social capital, and
tlheir beh1alf with the agency executing the sub- thus start to find a way to break the violence-
project and disburse funds directly to the agency. poverty-institutions nexus.
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NOTES

Phillips, 1988, p. 22 . 13 Phillips and Wedderburn, eds., 1989: Headlev, 1994.

2 Headlecy 1994. p. 24. 14 Stone, 1992, p. 136.

ClW, 1995, p.19. 15 Munroe, 1988, p. 3. Political gun violence ebbed in

4 World Bank, 1994, p.4 0. 1972, "but returned on a massive scale in 1976" (Stone,
5One of the PUA ground rules is ownership through 1992, p. 1 36).The "tribal war" that began in 1'976 and last-

Onaed acknofteP grouendG n ues iseoneship thr ioug ed until the general elections of 1980 left more than 2,00(i
naoed acknowledgmentr G thes vas sensitivity' of te. people dead, almost three-quarters of them in the metro-

politan area (Eyre. 1983, p. 236).At its zenith in 198(0.
h See Chambers, 1989, for a comprehensive detailed review some 500 people were killed in gang warfare and 20,000
of Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA), whose techniques people abandoned homes that had been burnt down
are equally applicable for urban settings and therefore are (Stone, 1992, p. 136).
those utilized in this studv The World Bank's Participationi) "the gun as a f d c a
Sourcebook (World Bank, 1995) includes this as one of the syl"The gun as a tool of guided deniocracv ... becae the

. ' .. ~~~~~~svnmbol of power. The politicdl agent with the gun became
techniques currently being integrated into World Bank
operational work.This methodology has alreadv been
incorporated into a number of recent World Bank studies, 17 In September 1991 the Jamaican government liberalized
including country povertv assessmenits in Zambia, Ghana, the exchange rate, which caused the prices of basic food
and South Africa (World Bank, 1994; Norton et al., 1995). items, most of which are imported, to rise.

7Chambers, 1989, p. 1. Local perceptions of employment opportunities and
8 Moser, 1993. constraints using PUA tools (particularly listing, ranking,

painvise ranking, and scoring) show both similarities
' This simplified classification of assets, the asset vulnerabil- between cominunities and variations within commnunities,
ity framevwork, was developed in a recently completed particularly in terms of local work opportunities.
World Bank research project on "Urban Poverty and Social Women, however, expressed the common sentiment that
Policy in the Context of Adjustment" (see Moser, 1996), ' ' .

men are unable or unwillilng to help in the upbringing of
building on the work of Sen, 19891; Sxift, 1989; World their children. One explanation for this was that young
Bank, 1990; and Putnami, 1993. 'baby fathers" are dving so quickly, largely through vio-
ll Putnarn, 1993, argues that organizational structures based lence, but a young xvoman in Zinlc City said simplv that

on horizontal linkages, are more likely to increase the trust men were "crutf" (unfeeling).
and cooperation, necessarv for the development of"stocks" 21) Putnam, 1993.
of social capital than are those organizations based on ver- Chevannes, 1989.
tical, hierarchical linkages.
1 l "Don" is the term participants used for a strong paternal 22 Girvan. ed., 1993: Bryan, 1990.
leader who ensured stability, distributed jobs and mioney,
anid provided protection.

12 Given the strong causal relationships between different
types of violence, it is recognized that such a typology is
overly simplified. Nevertheless, it provides a broad frame-
work for analysis.
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